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 In general, the compression method is developed to reduce the redundancy of 
data. This study uses a different approach to embed some bits of datum in 
image data into other datum using a Reversible Low Contrast Mapping 
(RLCM) transformation. Besides using the RLCM for embedding, this 
method also applies the properties of RLCM to compress the datum before it 
is embedded. In its algorithm, the proposed method engages Queue and 
Recursive Indexing. The algorithm encodes the data in a cyclic manner. In 
contrast to RLCM, the proposed method is a coding method as Huffman 
coding. This research uses publicly available image data to examine the 
proposed method. For all testing images, the proposed method has higher 
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Data compression is a method to reduce the size of data in order to save storage space and 
bandwidth usage on the Internet. The development of compression method is based on the fact that there are 
a lot of redundancies on data. The redundancy can be: Spatial redundancy, correlation between neighboring 
pixel values in case of grey scale image; Spectral redundancy, correlation of color planes or spectral bands in 
a color image; Temporal redundancy, correlation between image sequences in adjacent video frames; Coding 
redundancy, utilization the probability distribution associated with the occurrence of the symbols; and 
Psycho visual redundancy, human vision does not respond with equal sensitivity to all visual information [1]. 
These differences cause different approaches in the compression method. The Huffman and Arithmetic 
coding are developed to reduce the redundancy coding using statistical model [2]. The JPEG-LS [3] and 
CALIC [4] are compression methods based on the relation of neighborhood pixels. Therefore, both methods 
reduce the spatial redundancy on an image. The JPEG compression, a lossy image compression, is developed 
by optimizing the psycho-visual redundancy in frequency domain. 
Compression methods are developed using different approaches. There are four models that 
commonly used in compression methods [5]: 
a. Physical model: the model is obtained based on data generation processes and empirical observation of 
the statistics of the data. 
b. Probability model: based on probability theory to describe the data 
c. Markov model: based on Markov chain theory to model the data 
d. Composite model: using combination of several models in a method. 
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Physical model compression is commonly found in speech compression. The model using a speech 
generator model such as Linear Prediction Coding (LPC) model to encoding original speech and using a 
synthesizer to decode the speech [6]. The compression method such as Huffman and Arithmetic encoding are 
developed using Probability model. The Run-Length-Encoding (RLE) is an example of compression method 
using Markov model. Some complex compression method such as Burrow-Wheeler Compression Algorithm 
(BWCA) and Lempel-Ziv Markov chain Algorithm (LZMA) are examples of Composite models.  
Recently, some researches in lossless compression methods commonly aim to optimize existing 
compression method for specific data type [7-18] or to improve the existing compression method by 
transforming data to other form before compression process or by combining several compression  
method [19-22]. One of novel researches  in compression method is Asymmetric Numerical System  
(ANS) [23-24]. The method utilizes a finite state automation and a probability model in its algorithm. 
A new approach compression method developed in [25] did not reduce redundancy in data but 
embedding some parts of data to other parts uses reversible watermarking technique. The study applied 
Reversible Contrast Mapping (RCM) transform [26] as the base of the algorithm. The other research on this 
field is a compression method using Reversible Low Contrast Mapping (RLCM) [27]. Both methods divide 
an image as blocks of data. The blocks are created by dividing the image as a square of 8×8, 16×16, or  
32×32 pixels. The blocks are grouped to host blocks and watermark blocks. The watermark blocks are 






Figure 1. The Compression Scheme of RCM and RLCM [27] 
 
 
On the compression scheme, the pixels on a block divide into pairs (x, y) but only pixel y is used for 
embedding data, therefore the capacity of blocks was not optimal. Since the algorithm still applied the basic 
algorithm such as in the reversible watermarking method. This study develops a new compression method by 
utilizing the RLCM and its properties. The proposed method optimizes all pixels for embedding data and 
does not divide the image as blocks but processes the compression on pairs of pixels directly. Therefore, the 
method can be applied only to one-dimension of data. Since the proposed method is an encoding method as 
Huffman coding, the method can be used for a coding step in a complex compression method.  
 
 
2. REVERSIBLE LOW CONTRAST MAPPING  
The RLCM is a simple mapping function for transforming a positive integer into another positive 
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The pair (x, y)D, if it satisfies the condition   Lyx  2/)3(0  and   Lxy  2/)3(0 , where 
L is 255 in grayscale image domain. 
The RLCM has a property, that is if (x, y)D then the values of x’ and y’ are always an even or odd 
pair. The property was exploited as reversible watermarking method in [28] and as lossless image 
compression in [27]. In both researches, the embedding bit of watermark was performed in the Least 
Significant Bits (LSB) of y’, whereas the LSB of x’ became a control bit for extracting process. However, 
some pairs (x’,y’) cannot extract with correct results when the pairs were in the margin domain of D, that is 
  02/)3(  yx ,   Lyx  2/)3( ,   02/)3( xy , or   Lxy  2/)3( . The changing of the LSB of y’ 
can lead to (x, y)D. 
Therefore, the RLCM watermarking algorithm introduced a new y value to ensure that although the 
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where y0 is the y value after its LSB is changed to “0” and y1 is the y value after its LSB is changed to “1”. 
The ymax is the y0 or y1 which causes the difference with x becomes maximum in an absolute value. Thereby, 
if (x, ymax)D, although the LSB of y’ value is changed to “0” or “1” the inverse transform is still in (x, y)D. 
Based on the watermark embedding algorithm in [28], there are three possible values of pairs (x,y) 
such as shown in Figure 2. The embeddable pairs are all pairs on A region. It can be used to embed a bit of 
watermark. All pairs on B region are the changeable pairs. The pairs cannot be used for embedding 
watermark, but the pairs must be transformed using (1). And the non-embeddable pairs are on C region. The 





Figure 2. The Classification Pairs (x, y) in RLCM Algorithm [28] 
 
 
This research will apply additional properties of RLCM. If a pair on B region and it is transformed 
by (1) then the result is a pair on C region. The pair cannot be used for embedding, thus both of x and y are an 
odd or even pair. Consequently, the average value of the pair is an integer number. This property will be 




If Dyx )','( max  and Lyx  '' then )','min( yxt   can be encoded in   )12/)''((log2  yxk  bits. 
 
Property 2: 




3. RESEARCH METHOD 
This study develops a new approach for a lossless compression method by using RLCM that 
implemented in a different way from the previous research in [27]. The proposed scheme is shown in  
Figure 3. The proposed method uses all datum for embedding and compresses its using the RLCM properties. 
The method adopts the concept of Queue in the algorithm as a temporary storage for the compression result. 
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Besides, the proposed method utilizes Recursive Indexing in its algorithm. A Queue is a List with First In 
First Out (FIFO) data structure where the insertion and deletion operations are carried out at the rear end and 
the front end of the list respectively [29]. The insertion operation is called enqueue and the deletion operation 
is called dequeue. Recursive Indexing is a method to encode data with limit symbols. Let a set of symbols 
},,,,{ 210 Kbbbb   with K+1 symbols. A number RmKn   where 
n and R = n mod (K+1) can 














This method is very well used to encode a set of },,,,{ 210 maaaa  , where ai are generally smaller than 
the K+1. Thus, if ai<K +1 then ai is encoded using a symbol with  )1(log2 K bits. Whereas, if ai ≥ K + 1 





Figure 3. The Compression Process 
 
 
3.1. Encoding Method 
The proposed method performs the encoding process in a cyclic manner as shown in Figure 4. The 
same bits are dequeued from the Queue to embed to a pair (x, y) by transforming the pair using RLCM 
several times (iterations) until the transformed pair (x’, y’) is in region C on Figure 2. The number of bits 
embedded in a pair is the embedding capacity of the pair. Based on the RLCM properties, the average (h) of 
x’ and y’ is an integer value, therefore the average can be used as x on the next cycle. The value of x’ (l) is 
encoded using the properties 1 or 2 of RLCM before it is enqueued to the Queue. In this research, the 
iteration number (i) is transformed by calculating its difference (d) to a prediction value (p) before the 
number is encoded using recursive indexing. Furthermore, the encoded bits are enqueued into the Queue. If 
the pair (x, y) is originally in region C then the remainder (r) of 
2
yx
must be enqueued to the Queue. The 





Figure 4. Encoding Algorithm 
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1) At the first step, the first datum is converted into bits and then put it in a queue by enqueue operation. The 
second (x) and third datum (y) are used for embedding data.  
2) Embed some bits from the queue to pair (x, y) using the following algorithm: 
a. Calculate the value of ymax using (3). 
b. Set i = 0. 
c. If (x, ymax)D 
1. Calculate the value of x’ and y’ using (1). 
2. Calculate the y’max of x’ and y’ using (3). 
3. Set i = i + 1; 
4. If (x’, y’max)D 
a) dequeue a bit (m) from the queue.  
b) Set LSB(y’) = m. 
5. Set x = x’ and y = y’. 
6. If (x, ymax)D then repeat step (i) to (v). 
d. If (x, ymax)D 
1. If i = 0 then r = (x+y) mod 2. 
2. If i > 0 then r = . 
e. Set x’ = x and y’ = y. 
The algorithm results three values: x’, y’, and the iteration number (i).  
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4) Compress the l value using the properties of RLCM and then enqueue it to the queue. If there is the 
remainder (r), enqueue it too. 
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where s = min (h, L-h) and z is the right neighbor of y. 
The iteration number of neighboring datum commonly alike although the embedded data is different. 
Therefore, the value of i can be predicted. Calculate the difference (d) of i and p using (7). And then 
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6) Transform h using h = h-1 mod (L+1) in order that the difference to the z value becomes smaller. 
7) Continue the process to the next cycle by using (h, z) as (x, y) then repeat the step 2 to 7 until all datum is 
processed. 
8) On the last datum, the iteration number (i) is directly encoded using recursive indexing before it enqueue 
into the queue. The last h value is also encoded in eight bits and then enqueue to the queue. 
9) The remaining bits on the queue at the last cycle are the compression result of this method. 
 
3.2. Decoding Algorithm 
The result of encoding process is all remaining bits in the queue. To extract the original data from 
the queue, the position of the front and rear end of the queue must be exchanged. The decoding process is the 
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inverse step of the encoding.  Thus, the decoding process extracts the original data from the last to the first 





Figure 5. Decoding Algorithm 
 
 
1) Dequeue the eight bits of the value h from the queue.  At the next cycle, this value is obtained from the 
value of x.  
2) Transform the value h using h = h+1 mod (L+1). 
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The d value is dequeued from the queue and the p value is calculated using (15) on the h value and the y 
value from previous cycle. The number of bits is dequeued depending on the recursive indexing rules. 
4) If i = 0 then dequeue a bit of remainder (r). On this condition, the value of h is influenced by the 
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5) Dequeue the value of l. The number of bits are dequeued based on the RLCM properties on value of h. 
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7) Calculate the value of x’ and y’ based on the value of t and h, there are four possibilities for the values: 
a. If 2
Lh   and l is even number, then x’= t and y’=H- t.  
b. If 2
Lh   and l is odd number, then x’=H- t and y’= t.  
c. If 
2
Lh   and l is even number, then x’=L-t and y’ = H-L+ t.  
d. If 2
Lh   and l is odd number, then x’=H-L + t and y’ = L- t. 
8) If i > 0 then extract the embedded bits from pair (x’, y’) using the following algorithm: 
a. w = array(); 
b. Calculate y’max using (3) 
c. If (x’, y’max)D then  
1. calculate x and y using (2) 
2. x’ = x, y’ = y 
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d. If (x’, y’max)D then 
1.  w[] = LSB(y’) 
2.  LSB(y’) = LSB(x’)  
3.  Calculate x and y using (2) 
4.  x’ = x, y’ =y 
e. Repeat steps (b) to (d) in i times. 
This algorithm extracts the embedded bits (w) in the pair (x’, y’) and restore the original value (x, y). 
The y value is a datum from the original data. The x value is used as h in the next cycle. 
9) The last step on a cycle is to enqueue w into the queue. 
10) Repeat step 2 to 9 as a new cycle to extract all of the y values. 
 
 
4. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 
This research applies the proposed method on images which were used in [25] and [27] to compare 
the three methods. The testing images are gray scale images with size of 512×512 as shown in Figure 6. To 
apply the proposed method in images data, all pixels in the image is linearized by scanning the image using 
snake-like row major scan path. Performance of the proposed method is measured using the Compression 
Ratio (CR) that is the ratio of original data size to the size of the compressed data [31]. 
 
 
















Figure 6. Testing Images [27] 
 
 
Table 1. The Comparison of Compression Ratio for the Proposed Method and Huffman Coding 
No Images 
Compression ratio 
Huffman Coding Proposed Method 
1 Lena 1.078 1.383 
2 Baboon 1.090 1.117 
3 Peppers 1.054 1.347 
4 Tiffany 1.151 1.322 
5 Boat 1.114 1.308 
6 X-ray 1.031 1.640 
Average 1.086 1.353 
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This research uses K=3 in the recursive indexing. The selection of K is based on frequency 
distribution of the difference (d) of iteration number (i) and its predictions (p) in (7). As example, the 
frequency distribution of the difference value on Lena image is shown on Figure 7. The frequency of -1, 0, 
and 1 values are higher than others. The value of  =3 makes the encoding in Recursive Indexing using two 
bits or its multiples. 
The testing result of the proposed method is shown on Table 1. The table also shows the 
compression result of proposed method and its comparison with the Huffman encoding. Figure 8 shows the 
comparison of the proposed method with the Huffman, the RCM, and the RLCM compression method. The 











Figure 8. The Comparison of the Huffman, The RCM, The RLCM and the Proposed Method 
 
 
The use of the properties 1 and 2 as a compression method in the proposed method is analyzed 
separately in this research. The effectiveness of the properties in compressing all pixels is shown in Table 2. 
The table shows that the images of Lena, Baboon, Peppers, and Boat have compression results almost the 
same because of the average of pixel values around the value L/2. The properties of RLCM have smaller 
compression result on the images of Tiffany and X-ray than others because their average pixel intensities are 
away from the L/2 value. According to the properties of RLCM, if the value of h is small then the value of l 
is encoded using fewer bits. 
Besides analyzing the effectiveness of the properties of RLCM, this research also analyzes the 
embedding capacity of all pixels in an image. The images of Lena, Peppers, Boat, and X-ray have nearly the 
same of compression results and higher data embedding capacity than the images of Baboon and Tiffany. 
Baboon image has small of data embedding capacity because the contrast is higher than the others. Whereas 
Tiffany image has the average pixel values away from L/2 value. In this method, the pair with value about 
L/2 has higher data embedding capacity than the other positions. Although the X-ray image also has the 
average away from L/2 value, but it has contrast lower than the others.  
Table 2 also shows the number of bytes are needed for encoding the iteration number using 
recursive indexing for all testing images. This table describes that the proposed method takes about 50% of 
the compression result size to save the values. It is caused by, the iteration number of a pair usually about  
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0-7, but the value can be very big when the values of x and y are similar and the embedded bits is similar to 
LSB of y. For example, the difference value of a pair and its prediction can achieve 21 such as shown in 
Figure 7. By using recursive indexing with K=3, the value is encoded using 30 bits. Compression result of 
this method is closer to the summing result of the byte residual after embedding process and the space to 
store the iteration number.  
 
 
























1 Lena 262144 123.98 221676 129246 92497 97033 189501 
2 Baboon 262144 128.75 226620 94257 132386 102266 234653 
3 Peppers 262144 111.77 217958 123550 94765 99946 194623 
4 Tiffany 262144 202.45 188852 91297 99007 99292 198298 
5 Boat 262144 129.45 222988 123089 100069 100431 200492 




The proposed method is developed to optimize the data embedding capacity of the RLCM 
compression method by using all pixel pairs for embedding data. Besides, this method uses the other RLCM 
properties to encode datum using a fewer number of bits. In contrast to RLCM compression method, the 
CRLCM is an encoding method therefore it can be used as a coding step in other compression method.  
The method uses two-step coding to encoding a datum, that is the RLCM properties and the 
Recursive indexing therefore the compression ratio of this method is higher than Huffman coding. The 
method has also higher compression ratio than the RCM and the RLCM compression methods. In this 
research, space for saving the iteration number brings about 50% of compression result. By changing the 
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